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This series of newsletters is for anyone interested in gathering 
information about Planet X, otherwise known as: Nibiru, and it's 
impending passage. I will be issuing monthly newsletters, and as 
Earth changes progress, perhaps every 2 weeks.

If this newsletter arrives in your inbox, and you are not 
interested in the contents, I urge you to save them in a folder for 
future use as you will need to know certain things when the time 
comes.  You are not likely to have help from any government or 
local agencies, as they will be preoccupied, which I will explain 
later.  I assure you, this knowledge is hard to come by, and in a 
rush to get information, you will not likely find any other that is 
more accurate, other than it's reference source: 
www.Zetatalk.com.

General contents

- Recent indicative Earth change events.
- Relevant and verified images and videos.
- Detailed explanations and questions answered.
- Protecting yourself during the Poleshift.
- Initial survival techniques and Aftertime conditions.
- Preparation suggestions.

Moreover,  these newsletters are targeted at giving the readers 
accurate information to help create a viable poleshift survival 
plan .  My purpose with these Newsletters is to help enable the 
reader to personally act to prepare for the passage of Planet 
X/Nibiru and do well in what we call the “Aftertime”.
Please Note: This subject on the internet, is extremely broad 
ranging with many unrelated agendas that are confusing and 
contradictory to the poleshift event, especially around it's timing. 
Additionally, there are very active misinformation campaigns 
against it by very powerful self-interest groups, so please, do not 
expect the awareness of the presence of Planet X to be reflected 
in the main news media.  There is a massive cover-up on Planet 
X.  Mainstream News media is controlled by Corporations and 
governments and are not allowed to report on Planet X, so do not  
expect to ever have the comfort of some major news 
announcement.

www.Zetatalk.com

The Zetatalk website is the mother of accurate information on 
Planet X.  It is telepathically communicated from beings in the 
4th dimension called Zeta, directly to Nancy Lieder who is the 
person solely responsible for zetatalk.com and is 100% credited 
for this work, notwithstanding the Zeta.
The Zetatalk website is very large, with thousands of web pages, 
which is why I am creating these NewsLetters as a compendium 
of critical information about Planet X and the Earth poleshift for
the reader with little time or skills to do this research.

Planet X Primer
Planet X or Nibiru, is not a planet, but a small brown dwarf star 
with an entourage of orbiting moons that form 2 “tails” that also 
contain various sized rocks,  Red iron oxide dust and other 
debris.  Nibiru is highly magnetic and normally appears a slight
glowing red under “usual” circumstances.

The above picture is not a actual photo, but a computer-
generated approximation. Historical drawings depict it as a 
“winged disk” icon in stone carvings: refer to 1st graphic.

Planet X has a 3,657 year passage cycle.  It orbits between 
binary Suns, our own and it's dead twin. It enters our solar 
system on it's ancient path, and when it passes by earth, it stops 
Earth's rotation.  Earth's continents will then suddenly and 
dramatically increase the natural slow pace of tectonic 
movement creating a world wide global catastrophe. All systems 
will go down, so figure on no distributed water, food or 
electricity.  No telecommunications.  For those who saw the 
aftermath of the Haiti earthquake January 10th 2010, that is an 
indication of what it will be like, except that 500 to 600 foot 
tides are expected in addition to what Haiti experienced. 
Remaining governments will most likely break down:  those 
government employees will be in the “same boat” as you.  Be 
also wary of remnants of military forces as they will almost 
certainly become self-interested as well.  Much more about 
Planet X and it's effects and causes in forthcoming issues.

Preparation is the key to dealing with this inevitability.  If you 
leave it too long, you will be with everyone else attempting to 
stock food, tools and equipment all at the same time - 
scrambling. My advice is:  don't wait until Nibiru is visible by 
the eye (within 4 months of the main Event). In future 
newsletters I will provide the information and sources to study 
and get advice about what to watch for and how to prepare for 
this.

Crazy making

When something is obvious and those in the immediate 
environment do not respond to it, pretending it isn't there, it's like 
the saying:  “There's an elephant in the room”.  You see the 
elephant, others see it, but they don't say anything, they just 
continue on like everything is “normal”.  I feel crazy.  I want 
somebody besides myself to say:  “Wow, there's an elephant in 
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the room!”  But no support is forthcoming.  This is what you 
have to get used to if you are seeking support from people close 
to you about Planet X.  Nobody is going to come to your rescue 
or back you up in getting ready for the poleshift, at least plan on 
that.  Government agencies will not respond to your inquiries 
and will lie to you,  your friends will look at you like you are 
nuts, acquaintances will begin to ignore you, and worst of all 
your family will endure you with slightly pained faces.    Don't 
bother with seeking consensus, start preparing now.

New Geography
The image below represents the axis and the geography of our 
Earth after the poleshift.  Some good news - For those who live 
in North America, notice how close we are the to the equator, 
this is similar to the current climate in Southern China or 
Mexico.

Click on the Image for a larger version to use.

The Earth will take on new South-North axis points (notice the 

equator) with a 90° movement.

Connect the dots

For those skeptics reading this, the key is to “connect the dots”.
Most of us over 35 or 40 have heard about earthquakes, usual 
weather events, etc. all our lives.  The important thing here is the 
frequency, event intensity and how the cover-up is played by the 
big boys:  NASA, U.S Military, CIA and mainstream news 
agencies.  They use misdirection, silence and misinformation to 
maintain the cover-up.
If you want to do your own research, you do it without some 
government saying this, the mainstream news saying that and 
NASA saying the other to support you in your quest for the Truth
about Planet X. I have done the work, never mind the contactee
experience, the raw data is there.  I will explain the contactee 
status in future newsletters.

The Zeta's

Here, you will need to suspend your cultural belief system and 
try a more cosmic one on for size. In a nutshell, the Zetas 
originate from a star system called: Zeta Reticuli. Their culture is 
in

 excess of 50,000 years of continuous development. Their souls 
occupy a small body with a large head and are extremely
intelligent, far beyond that of the common human intelligence. 
They communicate telepathically.

Recent Earth Events

The following events are listed here because they give indication 
of the Proof of Earth changes directly due to Planet X in our 
vicinity.

- Central Mexico: Early February fire ball leaves 30 meter crater.

- Mexico City: Very unusual cloud formation, formed from 5.9 
Richter earthquake heretofore unknown atomic particles created 
by highly compressed rock.

- Earthquake in Illinois? Forerunner to the big quake to happen 
as a key flag for Planet X progression – The “new madrid” fault 
line. Predicted to happen years ago by the Zeta's.

- West Coast waves creeping higher: 30% increase in 10 years, 
that's a lot.

- Ever heard of a meteo-tsunami? Tasmania experienced a rare 
tide event. Atmospheric cause.

- Very odd radar “image” caught in Australia:  This one is very 
interesting; an image of something not visible by human eye, but 
visible by radar:  Magnetic phenomenon directly caused by the 
nearby presence of Planet X. Zeta explanation here.

- Globes or planet-sized objects near the sun: Hello? These are 
stray moons from the tail of Planet X. Zeta's explain here.

- Amazing “artifact” in Norwegian Aurora.  Photoshop? Look 
here viewed by thousands – the sky swirl. Zeta's here on sky 
swirl.

Future newsletters
 I will cover surviving the poleshift, UFO's, crop circles, what to 
expect during the poleshift and how to prepare for it, Aftertime 
living, timing of the poleshift, answer questions from readers and 
more important Earth change news as we move forward in this 
amazing time.

About the author:  I am 59 years old, father 
of 5.  I am a follower of Eckankar.
I am a 2007 contactee.  At that time, the 
evidence of Planet X was not as obvious as 
it is now, still, dreams and other events 
supported the reality of Planet X at the time.
I reside in Victoria, BC and enjoy my main 
passion of a capella singing in voice 

ensemble. Today, above all, my interest is to introduce Planet X, 
and it's influence to as many people who will listen.
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